The Dramm FC20 FertiCart is designed for portable fertilizer injection. Utilizing our durable MS20 cart, the FertiCart fits down most greenhouse aisles while the low center of gravity, low hose draw point and well balanced cart prevents tipping. Locking casters and rubberized wheels prevent slipping on wet surfaces.

The FC20 comes as a complete kit including a filter to protect the injector and a check valve to prevent back flow of chemicals in the tank. All of the plumbing is mounted on a PVC board for durability and includes unions for easy installation of the injector.

Specifications

- 20 Gallon Capacity
- Kits to fit most injectors available
- Rubberized wheels and casters
- Dimensions: L: 38” W: 21” H: 48”
- Drain valve for easy clean out
- Hose hook on rear of unit
- Vinyl coated steel frame
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